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Th is paper presents a variation of peer coaching called conference coaching ,
which requires minimum preparation time and employs “ micro pre and postconferences" done with a teaching partner. This variation suggests that classroom
observations can remain optiona l. Therefore , conference coaching is appropriate
for busy EFL university teachers in Thailand who would I伽 to be involved in a
professional development project but are under serious time constraints. Peer
coaching is an excellent example of how EFL teachers can take responsibility for
their own pedagogical improvement and growth

Studies on teacher collaboration and peer coaching have been conducted
regularly for quite some time (Berelson , 1960; Berman & McLaughlin ,
1975; Easterby-Smith & Ol ive , 1984; Galbraith & Anstrom , 1995). This
paper reviews peer coaching as an important type of teacher collaboration
by examining current coaching models and will discuss ways peer coaching
can best be used by EFL tertiary teachers in a country like Thailand.

* An early version of this paper was presented at the CULl 3rd Annual lnterna位onal

Conference in Bangkok, Thailand , on November 27 , 1995. I wish to express
Lmy gratitude to my colleagues at the Center for Language and Educational Technology who read earlier drafts of this paper: Jon Shaw , Pierre Walter, Andrew
Atzert, and Mike Connelly. Their thoughtful comments and suggestions were very
helpful and have improved this paper. I also want to thank the two anonymous
!external referees whose comments made me rethink and strengthen certain aspects
~f this article.

